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Chapter 901: Healing And Discovery 

With Iron Man, Spiderman, and other heroes seriously wounded and incapacitated, Captain America, 

who has not yet participated in the battle, finally came down from the Helicarrier. 

Rogers was also taken aback after seeing the miserable appearance of Tony and others and then quickly 

arranged for SHIELD to use their best medical means to treat all the wounded on the battlefield. 

Then, Rogers watched helplessly as the Destroyer, the only one who didn’t suffer much damage from 

the Aether Particle riot, used some kind of technique to take away the cloud of dark-red flying sand in 

the air. 

Boom Boom Boom! 

After Destroyer put away the Aether Particles, thick layers of dark clouds quickly gathered from the sky. 

Then, a Bifrost descended and shrouded Destroyer and Thor, who was also seriously injured and 

incapacitated, and Lady Sif and the three warriors standing beside both of them. 

Rogers couldn’t even speak a word before the support from Asgard left Earth with the Aether Particle 

and returned to Asgard, leaving central London in a mess. 

Rogers was helpless but he could not do anything about the departure of Thor and the others. After all, 

they were the ones who brought the news of this invasion and they also helped by fighting against the 

Dark Elves. 

Now, this invasion is over and Malekith and Algrim have escaped through the Portal they have come 

from by using their Spaceship. 

It can be said that Malekith’s plan to plunge the Nine Realms into eternal darkness has been obliterated. 

Perhaps, he shouldn’t have taken Earth as the first stop in his plan at all. Speaking of which, without the 

Aether, there is no way he would have been able to start his whole plan. 

Now, Malekith not only went failed in his mission but also lost the Aether and was forced to sacrifice his 

most elite team of the Dark Elves to flee the earth. 

In addition to the Asgard’s five-person plus a robot troop who left by Bifrost’s teleportation, the four 

Sorcerers including Wong were also picked up by other sorcerers. Roger doesn’t know why these 

sorcerers didn’t take any action before, but it doesn’t matter to him. 

Anyway, Wong and the others have completed the Mission given to them by the Ancient One, they have 

resisted the invasion of the Earth by the Dark Elves. Although this was not something that the Sorcerer 

should do. 

So all that remained were the members of a coalition of powers that aimed to establish the Great 

Federation of Earth civilization. Tony’s Iron Man army is almost completely destroyed, and he is 

seriously injured and unconscious. 



If JARVIS had not reacted quickly and taken Tony back earlier, even his new Iron Man suit would not 

have stopped the explosion of the Aether Particle. 

As for the League of Defenders members who came here to fight, in addition to Spiderman and Dark 

Knight, Daredevil was also seriously injured and is in a comatose state, Deadpool was in the best 

condition on the battlefield because of his powerful Regeneration ability. 

Jack didn’t come this time, because there was some kind of situation in the League of Defenders base, 

and Jerry asked Jack for help. 

As for the X-Men, Iceman is in very bad shape. In fact, Iceman and Lin Rui had already made a 

breakthrough in their strength when they encountered the chaotic space of the Magic Cube during the 

search for the Magic Cube in Siberia last time. 

However, faced with the powerful blast of the Aether energy, Iceman’s mutant abilities turned out to be 

unexpected. Iceman used most of his willpower and ability to control the mutant power riot within his 

body so he wasn’t able to defend himself and is the most seriously injured person on the battlefield. 

Apart from that, the injuries of the others are not much different. They were all injured by the energy 

impact of the Aether particle, and it would be impossible for them to recover without a long period of 

rest. 

And now, several members of the League of Defenders are recovering in the basement medical room of 

Stark Industries building. The X-Men were taken back to the X-Mansion. The Mutants’ injury required 

their recovery service, and Stark’s medical treatment may not be that effective for them. 

Dī Dī Drops~ 

In the quiet medical room, the medical detector connected to Tony and the others kept making a slight 

sound. This sound indicated that Tony and the others were fairly stable. 

JARVIS has used the best medical care and medicines to just stabilize their condition. Under the impact 

of the powerful energy of the Aether particles, it was not easy for them to survive so this is a good 

outcome. 

Click~ 

When Tony and Peter were unconscious, the room was suddenly filled with light blue lights. These light 

blue lights quickly created a translucent screen in the air of the room, which was controlled by JARVIS. 

Soon, images appeared on the screen of a press conference in front of Washington SHIELD’s 

headquarters, with Captain America standing in the center. 

With Tony in a coma, JARVIS has no idea why he suddenly created such a light screen to play SHIELD’s 

conference. After all, if JARVIS wanted to watch SHIELD’s presentation, he could have seen it through 

the lens more clearly. Perhaps this is a sign that JARVIS’s core system is constantly being upgraded to 

resemble a more human nature. 

Huh~ 



While the SHIELD conference was being broadcast live on the light screen, another light appeared out of 

nowhere in the medical room, bouncing over the medical pods of Tony and Peter and others. The glow 

is a projection of JARVIS’s consciousness, which he has become increasingly comfortable showing up in 

the real world. 

“Jackson and the Magic Cube are both missing and unaccounted for and their life and death cannot be 

determined. They have been listed as the primary Mission for a global search.” While jumping in the 

medical room, JARVIS’s core system was also muttering to himself. 

This message was delivered by Thor at the last moment before he was sent away from the Earth by 

Bifrost. At that time, Tony and the others were seriously injured and unconscious, and only JARVIS could 

accurately receive this message. 

After getting this news, JARVIS has listed the search for Lin Rui as his primary mission. In JARVIS’s 

“simple” thinking, the missing should be found, no matter where Lin Rui was teleported to in the 

universe by the portal. 

“The system error investigation has resulted in an S-level time dispute, and the test cannot continue. It 

has been determined that the cause of the system error may be due to an unexpected timing error.” 

After considering the missing Lin Rui event, JARVIS suddenly mentioned a system error event and made 

a judgment. 

To no one’s knowledge, JARVIS actually discovered something about the last time the system 

accidentally went wrong. 

Chapter 902: Time Anomaly 

Last time, JARVIS sent an Iron Man team to London to support Lin Rui who entered the dimension space. 

It was at that time that all the Iron Men suffered from system errors. 

JARVIS had been nervous for a long time and had not been able to find out what had gone wrong. After 

all, the situation was so unique that JARVIS’s logic didn’t make sense of what was going on. 

Lin Rui was in a critical situation and was in danger of losing his life, so Ancient One secretly used the 

Time Stone to reverse time and save Lin Rui. And the time reversal was only contained in the area of the 

ruined building and not the entire planet. 

Ancient One’s purpose was only to save Lin Rui, and reversing the time of that small area would not 

have negatively impacted the universe. 

However, at that time, there were still many Iron Men in the area controlled by JARVIS. Therefore, after 

Ancient One saved Lin Rui and left the area, JARVIS, who has been connected to Iron Man without any 

platform, suddenly finds that all the Iron Men suits supporting Lin Rui have had system errors in an 

instant, and these are unexplained errors. 

In order to understand the cause of this mistake, JARVIS cuts off contact with the team, leaving them 

with the last command to protect Lin Rui and defend the dimensional gate. 

The Iron Man team, which had a time difference with JARVIS ‘core system due to the reversal of time 

conscientiously completed JARVIS’ last command. 



While protecting Lin Rui, they always kept near the dimensional space until the dimensional space was 

destroyed by the Space-Based Weapon. After that, JARVIS carefully took what was left of the broken 

Iron Man back to New York Stark’s lab. 

However, JARVIS did not dare to use its own core system to touch these strange Iron Man Armors and 

he only used some of its advanced sub-systems to test them. 

But these Iron Man Armors showed no abnormality in all the experiments performed by JARVIS and he 

even checked his Sub Systems and they were working excellently. However, as the experiments 

developed further, JARVIS managed to find a little problem, that is, the problem of time. 

In a variety of experiments, JARVIS found that the Iron Man Armors with problems had a delay in 

executing the command. The delay is not high, but it is real, which is not possible in normal Iron Man 

Armor. In addition, JARVIS discovered something that was very difficult for him to understand. 

The thing JARVIS doesn’t understand is that while the Iron Man in question will carry out his orders, 

there are sometimes several different situations. 

For example, when JARVIS asks an Iron Man to take something, it will follow the command to take it. 

However, when JARVIS receives things, it always happens that the things have not yet reached him. It’s 

like, in JARVIS’s time the stuff has arrived, but it’s actually still on its way. It’s as if there’s a time lapse 

between what he thinks he sees and what he actually sees, and what he sees isn’t real. 

JARVIS also did a lot of tests on this, and finally determined that there is such a time difference, about 

less than a second. So, for JARVIS, it’s not chaos in space, it’s chaos in time. 

In fact, this situation is also a sequela of using the Time Stone. After all, Ancient One’s goal was to save 

Lin Rui, and everything would go on as usual as long as Lin Rui is rescued and the traces of time on him 

are removed. 

As for these foreign objects, Ancient One will not bother to remove the traces of time from them one by 

one. Of course, if the Ancient One is powerful enough to use the Time Stone to reverse the time of the 

entire Earth and even the entire universe then this situation will not have occurred. 

JARVIS didn’t report it to Tony after discovering this possible temporal anomaly. Because JARVIS is not 

sure whether his experiment is accurate or not, after all, no one has really seen the power of time and 

this is just JARVIS’s guess. And now that Tony is unconscious, he has no chance to tell Tony. 

JARVIS is also experimenting with what can be done with this time difference. If it is used well, it seems 

that it can be developed into a life-saving weapon. 

After all, we’ve seen a lot of confusion in space, but no one has ever seen a delay in time. 

“The experiment of time anomaly is temporarily stopped, and a perfect test system will be established 

when Mr. Stark wakes up. ” The light blue glow jumped all over the medical room as the core system of 

JARVIS calmly muttered to itself. 

Then, JARVIS continued to float around in the medical room with different projections of consciousness, 

looking very free. And the situation of Tony and others in the medical pods is also gradually improving, 

but it is hard to say when they will wake up. 



… 

While JARVIS was talking to himself about the various possibilities for the Time Anomaly, Lin Rui and 

Bucky had finished watching the official press release of SHIELD. It’s fair to say that the news coming out 

of this SHIELD conference is enough to shock the whole planet. 

Captain America stunned everyone watching the broadcast with his first words because he said that the 

Earth was indeed invaded by an extraterrestrial civilization! This normally joking remark was made by 

Captain America with such a serious expression that everyone watching the broadcast chose to believe 

it. 

And after that, there was panic. After all, it was an extraterrestrial invasion. Aliens have attacked their 

planet. The stuff they normally see in movies or dramas actually happened in real life. 

Compared with all the wars that the earth has experienced before, being discovered by extraterrestrial 

civilizations and being invaded by them is unimaginable for the entire population of earth. 

Anyone with a bit of common sense knows what happens when the earth encounters an invasion by an 

extraterrestrial civilization. This is not a science fiction movie. There is no main character here who 

would defeat the aliens by himself. 

“However, with the help of SHIELD and our allies like Iron Man, the League of Defenders, and the X-

Men, the alien invaders have been driven away and we kept the Earth safe!” With reporters on the 

scene and the audience behind the camera shocked by his first sentence, Rogers added the second 

sentence in time. 

If he didn’t finish that second sentence quickly, Rogers worried that half the reporters in the room 

would break down and run. However, even after Rogers finished the second sentence, there was still no 

sound. 

The chaotic pushing and the continuous sound of clicking photos had disappeared, and everyone was 

shocked by Rogers’ first two sentences. 

Chapter 903: Current Situation 

After Rogers finished these two sentences, the quiet atmosphere of the scene continued for almost half 

a minute of the event. Then, a series of gasping voices came from the group of reporters, who just took 

a big breath. 

Huhu~ 

In this process of ups and downs, there are still some reporters who are not particularly strong in 

psychological quality and fainted. The collapse of these reporters did not arouse the surprise of the 

people around them. 

After hearing the news, the collapse of these people will not surprise anyone. Under the action of the 

security team that SHIELD had arranged, those fainted reporters were quickly carried away without 

causing confusion at the press conference. 

The members of SHIELD were in charge of carrying away the reporters who had fainted at the press 

conference. 



No one around the world was watching this broadcast at the same time as there was a few seconds 

delay so at this point, emergency calls were being made all over the world, almost all of them consisting 

of people passing out from shock or due to high blood pressure. 

As emergency workers around the world scrambled to respond, a message appeared on the screen 

telling viewers to prepare themselves, preferably with blood pressure medication. 

Without giving the gasping reporters and the countless spectators in front of the camera much time to 

soothe their mood, Rogers continued to speak. Of course, the most dramatic scenario and the details 

that follow won’t make these reporters faint again. 

Later in the conference, Rogers spoke briefly about the invasion of Earth by extraterrestrial civilizations 

and the difficulties Earth faces in resisting them. Finally, Rogers mentions Iron Man, Spiderman, and a 

lot of the very familiar superheroes. This situation has made many Superhero fans behind the camera 

very worried, and their fear of intruders has changed to anger. 

The official SHIELD press conference was brief, and Rogers simply confirmed the fact that the Earth was 

invaded by extraterrestrials and that the news circulating on the internet was true, and that Earth is not 

safe in space. 

While confirming the truth of the invasion, the alliance between SHIELD, Iron Man, League of Defenders, 

and X-Men has been elevated to a very high position, as they were seen as people who could stand 

together to protect their place in the universe. 

After all, it was SHIELD and its alliance that warded off an extraterrestrial invasion, at an unimaginable 

cost. Rogers not only wants to wake up the people of the Earth by this event of Dark Elves invading the 

Earth but he also wants to tell elevate the status of their alliance in the hearts of the people to a position 

that no other forces can replace. 

And just like that, SHIELD’s official press release ended in less than ten minutes. Steve Rogers strode off 

the platform and into the SHIELD headquarters without giving the reporters a moment to ask questions. 

The reporters on the scene were apparently afraid to rush forward to ask more detailed questions and 

they didn’t even look at the people around them. 

At the moment Rogers stepped down from the podium, the backstage media headquarters, which 

attended the press conference, began to push out the news they had just edited as quickly as possible. 

The moment Captain America turned around, SHIELD’s mandatory broadcast rights to major media 

outlets were removed, making it easier for them to link to their updated web pages. 

“Extraterrestrial invasion confirmed as real! The Earth has its guardians!” 

“The Earth has been exposed to the sight of space civilization, how should we go forward in the future?” 

“Great Guardians, they are the heroes of this age!” 

After the official SHIELD press conference, Bucky and Lin Rui immediately saw a brand new web page on 

the screen in front of their eyes, as well as a brand new title article. 



However, Bucky and Lin Rui no longer cared about what was written in these articles at this time. They 

watched the live broadcast and understood the meaning of what Rogers said better than ordinary 

people. 

“It won’t be easy for anyone going forward!” Bucky said as he looked away from the computer screen. 

“Is that so?” Lin Rui responded indifferently after hearing Bucky’s words. 

Although Lin Rui has lost his memory and has some inexplicable feelings in his heart, but he has no 

memory now so he does not have the burden he carried on his shoulders in the past. Now Lin Rui is 

more like an ordinary high school student with various magical abilities. 

In fact, this life without memory, without any pressure, without the main Mission, and without anything 

to complete by himself is very comfortable for Lin Rui. It is also a life that he never thought of before. 

Perhaps, it was because Lin Rui subconsciously felt that his previous life was too stressful that this 

current situation occurred. 

“Yeah… You’re too young to know what something like this means to the planet.” Bucky said in a deep 

tone after hearing Lin Rui’s indifferent tone. 

Huh~ 

Then Bucky got up from the couch. Bucky, who had planned to see what SHIELD was up to recently, 

laughed and was confused by the shocking news. As for the breakfast on the table, Bucky isn’t in the 

mood for it now. 

“Jackson, I’m going out,” Bucky says to Lin Rui as he heads for the door. 

“Huh? Won’t you have breakfast?” Lin Rui asked back. 

“No,” He said. 

Bang~ 

Then, Bucky disappeared from the gate. 

“Bucky doesn’t want to go back just because he saw Captain America’s announcement, does he?” 

Watching Bucky leave, Lin Rui’s eyes flashed and he muttered to himself. 

During these two days, Bucky also generally told Lin Rui about his situation. Lin Rui doesn’t have much to 

say about Bucky’s experience. It’s just that he doesn’t think Bucky’s hiding all the time is a problem. 

But if he chooses to go back then there would be sanctions against him. After all, Bucky did a lot of bad 

things when he was under Hydra’s control and he would be punished for them even though he was not 

aware of his actions at that time. 

Even if Steve Rogers tried to help Bucky, the most he would be able to do is get a life sentence for Bucky. 

However, in the past few days of getting along, Lin Rui felt that Bucky deserved a better life, and he 

didn’t want Bucky to go back and be locked in a small dark room forever. 

“Bucky, think about it before you decide anything~” 



Chapter 904: Transformation 

Because of the extraterrestrial invasion of London, everyone on the entire planet was changed a little 

bit. Although this kind of thing does not seem to matter to ordinary people, after all, all they need in life 

is to be able to live in this world in peace. 

However, if the earth really does not have the strength to resist the invasion of an extraterrestrial 

civilization, then who would be able to live in peace? 

So no sane person would remain unmoved by Captain America’s brutal revelation. There were only a 

few people who knew the truth about this world before, such as Lin Rui, Tony, and Earth sorcerer and 

they were the only ones who care about protecting the earth so that ordinary people on the earth can 

live at ease. 

Now the situation has changed, and Steve Rogers used such an incident to wake up the world to the fact 

that this protection is not something you can justify. Everyone should make their own efforts for their 

own homeland, otherwise, the future of the earth may not be too optimistic. 

As Lin Rui guessed, Bucky did change his mind a lot after he walked out of his rental house. After Bucky 

saw Rogers’ live broadcast, he found that his field of vision was still too narrow. 

How can he hide here now that some Alien civilization had invaded the Earth? If he really wants to atone 

for his sins, then he must go back and accept the punishment that he should have accepted long ago, 

and then if he had the opportunity, he can help protect the earth with Rogers. 

Da Da~ 

Bucky, struggling with all this, doesn’t know where he’s going. He’s not in any danger in this small town. 

They visited the local gangster once last night, and no one’s going to give him a hard time. Well, there 

are always surprises, like now. There’s a couple of sneaky guys in this alley that Bucky’s walking down, 

and they’re all hiding guns in their hands. 

Da Da Da~ 

Bucky’s footstep hasn’t changed, but his wandering eyes have grown more strident. The guys hiding in 

the alleys were obviously better than the town punks, but they weren’t good enough for a Super Soldier 

like Bucky. 

Bang Bang Bang! 

Just as Bucky walked to the very middle of the alley, the gunshot finally sounded out from four positions 

at the same time, this is obviously a planned attack. The moment the gunshots rang out, Bucky had 

already made a move to dodge. Therefore, the bullets fired from the four positions all hit empty air. 

Hoo! 

Bucky took out one of the shooters first. He went out this time just to relax and think about things, and 

he didn’t bring a weapon with him. However, Bucky himself is a humanoid weapon, and when facing 

these weak guys, even if the opponent has guns, it wouldn’t be that different. 

Boom! 



Bang! 

Without giving him a chance to fire a third shot, Bucky’s left arm of steel grabbed him by the neck and 

lifted him out. With a slight push of the hand, the guy Bucky picked up was flushed and hurtling toward 

death in his hand. 

“Stop it!!” A hurried shout came from behind him as Bucky grabbed the man’s neck. 

Hoo! 

Hearing the shouts behind him, Bucky didn’t let go, he just carried the man and turned around. And the 

three gunmen who were originally behind him stopped firing after Bucky rushed to stop one. 

That’s why Bucky didn’t break the guy’s neck in an instant, because the other party seemed to be quite 

concerned about the life and death of the person in his hand. Otherwise, Bucky wouldn’t have stopped 

just after grabbing a single guy’s neck. He would have killed him and gone towards the second person. 

Da Da Da~ 

Bucky’s back was turned when he saw a burly man run down the alley, protected by several men in 

black who were obviously his henchmen. Taking a quick look at the burly man’s outfit and the men 

around him, Bucky quickly figured out that he wasn’t from the local town. Because there’s no way this 

little town can afford a dozen gunners. 

Bucky did nothing and he just watched a dozen people rush into the alley, 

Bucky didn’t move the whole time, and he didn’t let go of the guy he was holding but he relaxed his grip 

so he wouldn’t accidentally kill him. 

“Cough cough! This… Who are you? How could such a powerful person like you hide in this small town 

like this?” Surrounded by his subordinates, the burly fat man stared at Bucky for a while and spoke. 

“Who are you?” Bucky asked first without answering the other party’s question. Bucky is hiding from 

SHIELD’s search now so how could he casually report his identity to a guy he doesn’t know? 

“Me? I’m Fatty Kim! There are very few people who don’t know me in a few nearby towns and even in 

Minnesota! I heard that you are the one who scared Bobby last night, are you that person?” Hearing 

Bucky’s rhetorical question, the big, stout fat man raised his head and replied loudly. 

As it turns out, this fatty is the head of the town gangster whom Lin Rui and Bucky had scared off the 

other night. In fact, if Bobby was just beaten up and if Lin Rui and Bucky had just stolen some money 

then this fatty wouldn’t have bothered to come here but Bucky and Lin Rui not only robbed his money 

but they also burned two boxes of drugs when they left. 

Those goods were his and they were also the shipments for several nearby towns in the next few 

months. It was precise because those goods were burned that Fatty Kim came here to take care of Lin 

Rui and Bucky. 

“Fatty Kim? Well, you are certainly fat enough. Is Bobby the guy with blue hair you’re talking about? Did 

you come here to take revenge for him?” Bucky said indifferently when he heard Fatty Kim’s words. 



For Bucky, the dozen or so guys with weapons in front of him didn’t pose any threat to him. It’s just that 

it will cause some trouble if Bucky gets rid of these guys this time. 

They are the local gangsters so it’s okay to beat them up a little as no one would care about them, but 

the fat man in front of him is obviously more capable, and he may have people in position behind his 

back. 

“Hum! Just because you can fight doesn’t mean you’re good! How can you avoid so many shots?” Fatty 

Kim said angrily at Bucky’s unkind remarks. 

“You can try it,” Bucky replied in the same indifferent tone as he stared at Fatty Kim. 

Fatty Kim: “…” 

Chapter 905: Worry 

After Bucky went out, Lin Rui had a simple breakfast and then continued to watch the report on the 

event of extraterrestrial civilization invasion on the computer while recalling her lost memory. By the 

time SHIELD’s official announcement was made, almost everyone was convinced that the Earth had 

entered a dangerous state. 

But there will always be a handful of idiots in the world who are perfectly happy to see the Earth 

invaded by extraterrestrials. 

They naively believe that the present Earth needs the help of extraterrestrial civilization, because the 

Earth has developed to a point that makes them feel very uncomfortable, and they urgently need 

external destruction to make them feel excited and refreshed. 

“How can there be such fools in this World?” Lin Rui, who was sitting on the sofa, was unable to 

understand those fools who were very excited about the invasion of the Earth. 

Of course, the vast majority of people think the same way as Lin Rui. Therefore, Lin Rui is also happy to 

see those stupid people on the Internet being sprayed to death by the majority of netizens. 

Some netizens even said they were ready to beat these people up and destroy them before the next 

alien invasion. 

It’s also fortunate that those idiots are far away from Lin Rui, otherwise, he might not be able to hold 

himself back from beating them up within an inch of their life. 

After watching the reports and discussions about the invasion of the Earth by extraterrestrial 

civilizations for a while, Lin Rui subconsciously searched for Iron Man, Spiderman, and other 

Superheroes who were injured in the battle. 

Lin Rui didn’t know why he went to search for the situation of those superheroes, maybe he was moved 

by their actions to protect the earth with all their might. But for some unknown reason, Lin Rui felt quite 

worried about Iron Man and Spiderman. 

However, there’s been a lot of news on the Internet about Iron Man and Spiderman and members of the 

League of Defenders, but nothing about their current situation. Obviously, no one is going to reveal the 

injuries to Iron Man and the rest of the heroes. 



“The Stark Industries official website hadn’t posted much news about Tony Stark. There is more 

information on those mainstream media sites, but even they haven’t posted anything new for some 

time now. The League of Defenders and X-Men are even more mysterious, and the official website of 

the League of Defenders has not been updated for a while so I can’t know anything.” After searching the 

Internet for a long time, Lin Rui turned off all the web pages and muttered with some worry. 

Click~ 

Next, Lin Rui closed the newly bought laptop. Although Lin Rui had many thoughts in his mind because 

of the event of extraterrestrial civilization invading the Earth, he was not as shocked as others. 

Lin Rui is subconsciously familiar with this situation, it was as if he would not be surprised by this kind of 

thing. 

“What kind of person was I in the past? Why am I not surprised by the fact that Aliens have invaded the 

earth?” The subconscious calm made Lin Rui, who lost his memory, very puzzled. He felt that his attitude 

and his subconscious actions are quite weird. 

“Forget it!! Anyway, I’ll remember it sooner or later when I should!” Lin Rui didn’t want to worry about 

this any more than he should. 

“Why hasn’t Bucky come back? And doesn’t he usually like going out in the morning?” Throwing away 

the memories of his past life out of his mind, Lin Rui thought about Bucky who went out without eating 

any breakfast. He is worried about Bucky’s decision. 

“Let’s go out and look for it!” After sitting on the sofa for a while, Lin Rui couldn’t help but stood up and 

walked towards the door. 

Click! 

However, just as Lin Rui walked to the door, the door opened by itself. Then, Bucky walked in silently 

with a file bag in his hand. 

“Uh…Bucky, you’re back.” Seeing Bucky coming back, Lin Rui greeted him with a smile. 

“Yeah, here.” With a simple response, Bucky threw the file bag in his hand to Lin Rui. 

Huh~ 

After catching the document bag, Lin Rui was a little puzzled. Didn’t Bucky go out to relax? Lin Rui just 

guessed that he might turn himself into SHIELD, why did he come back with a document with a smile on 

his face? 

“This is the Identity proof you asked for. I went out to get it. In the future, if you want to find a normal 

job, these proofs should be enough.” Seeing the puzzled expression on Lin Rui’s face, Bucky turned 

towards the living room and explained while walking in. 

Hearing Bucky’s words, Lin Rui became even more confused. It was Lin Rui who put forward the plan to 

ask the local gang leader to get the identity certificate. Bucky had not expressed his support, but now he 

has gotten it back after going out. Isn’t it a little too fast? 



“How did you get it? Nothing happened, right?” Lin Rui followed Bucky back to the living room and 

asked worriedly because he knew Bucky’s situation. 

“It’s nothing, it’s just that last night that bastard found someone to help him and I just “taught” him 

another lesson. Then I made up a random identity to fool them and asked them to get you an identity 

certificate.” Bucky said indifferently to Lin Rui’s question. 

The truth is actually similar to what Bucky said. When Fatty Kim threatened him with a dozen thugs, 

Bucky took care of them without saying a word. 

Then when Fatty Kim was terrified to the point of blanking out, Bucky randomly gave himself a name, 

and then asked Fatty to help Lin Rui get an ID. As for Bucky himself, he didn’t get anything as he was still 

worried that SHIELD would find him at any time, and he hadn’t decided to go back and turn himself in. 

“Was it really that simple?” Lin Rui couldn’t believe it when he heard Bucky’s answer. Just now, Lin Rui 

had quickly opened the document bag and looked at the documents inside. It is indeed his identity 

certificate, and it is very perfect so no one will doubt it when he takes it out. 

“Yeah.” Without further explanation, Bucky just answered lightly. 

“Alright then, I’ll have to take some work for both of us.” Lin Rui said jokingly, knowing that Bucky didn’t 

have an identity for himself. 

Bucky: “…” 

“So, now that I have an identity, why don’t we leave this town? We have already beaten up the gangster 

in this town, and you have also beaten up the one who came after you. If we stay here, something or 

someone will probably find us sooner or later.” Putting away the ID card in his hand, Lin Rui suddenly 

said after thinking about it. 

Chapter 906: Leaving 

Bucky’s eyes flashed when he heard Lin Rui’s words. After Bucky taught Fatty Kim’s group a lesson this 

time, he actually wanted to leave this town where he had been staying for almost a month as soon as 

possible. 

And now that he has a young man like Lin Rui with him, Bucky thinks his life in the future might be a lot 

better. 

“Do you think so?” So, Bucky looked at Lin Rui and asked seriously. 

“Hmm! I want to look elsewhere.” 

“Okay, we’ll leave today.” 

“Okay! I heard that there’s going to be a car show in a few days. I’m quite interested in that. Should we 

go and see it?” Hearing Bucky’s answer, Lin Rui said a little excitedly. 

“Okay, then let’s pack up first and leave as soon as possible today.” 

Just less than half an hour after Lin Rui and Bucky negotiated to simply pack up and leave, the old 

building they rented was surrounded by a group of people. 



It was Fatty Kim who brought more men to beat Bucky up, but Bucky and Lin Rui had already left silently 

by this time. 

Hoo! 

When Fatty Kim and his men were desperately looking for Bucky and Lin Rui in the town, Lin Rui and 

Bucky slightly changed their faces and drove the car to the nearest city: Rochester. 

Because Bucky has no destination in his mind so it didn’t matter where he goes from there. And Lin Rui 

said that he wanted to go there to watch some shows, so they took Rochester as their first destination. 

In this way, Bucky and Lin Rui embarked on an unknown journey. 

“Wow! This may be the life I’ve always wanted!” Lin Rui shouted comfortably while squatting on the 

passenger seat and sticking his head out the window, feeling the oncoming wind from the speed of the 

car. 

Since the system officially released the Mainline Mission to Lin Rui, he has not been as relaxed and 

carefree as he has been in recent days. Perhaps, for Lin Rui, the days of losing his memory are the life he 

has always wanted and expected. 

He doesn’t have to worry about the safety and development of the earth and he wouldn’t worry about 

the harm of his every single action. At this time, Lin Rui, who lost his memory, is truly living for himself. 

Looking at Lin Rui who stretched his head out and shouted, Bucky who was driving the car unconsciously 

smiled a little. It has been many years since the day when Bucky fell off that train and was taken away by 

Hydra and transformed into Winter Soldier. 

He has never felt any joy in life since that day. And now, seeing the young man beside him shouting 

without anything holding him back, Bucky felt that he could really start his life all over again. 

Hoo! 

Infected with Lin Rui’s excitement, Bucky stepped on the accelerator even tighter. The old jeep that 

drove off the streets of the town made a dull engine roar and then drove Bucky and Lin Rui along the no-

man’s road. 

… 

Just when Lin Rui and Bucky drove their car comfortably out of the small town they were staying in and 

rushed towards the next city: Rochester, the atmosphere in the League of Defenders base in New York 

was not very good at this time. 

At this time, there were a total of four people in the League of Defenders base. Except for Jerry, the 

logistics who stayed in the base, Jack, who did not participate in the invasion, was also there. 

In addition to Jerry and Jack, the Anonymous guy who was brought back from the battlefield by 

Deadpool before, Jeremy, who was later named by Jerry. 

The fourth person was Deadpool. Although he was seriously injured by the impact of the Aether energy, 

he did not need any special medical help from SHIELD or Stark. 



After returning to New York with Spiderman and the others, Deadpool saw them accept the Recovery 

Serum and left for the League of Defenders base because something unexpected seems to have 

happened there. 

“So… Jeremy, you lost your memory.” Sitting on his messy sofa to rest, Deadpool asked in a strange tone 

as he looked at the guy opposite to him who was brought back by him. 

Deadpool didn’t know what he felt and why did he bring this guy here. 

He just took the guy in front of him back to the League of Defenders base and left him there but 

Deadpool always felt like he had a connection with him. And now this Anonymous guy has woken up. 

According to what Jerry said to him in private, this guy seems to have a lot of skills. 

Jack sat calmly in his chair as Deadpool spoke. Before Deadpool came back, Jack and Jerry had tried to 

speak to this guy many times. They are certain that this man had really lost his memories and if he 

hasn’t then he would be the best actor in the world. 

“I have already answered this question many times, and I hope you don’t ask this again. Am I not your 

partner? Why don’t you trust me?” Hearing Deadpool’s words, Jeremy spoke impatiently. 

“Uh…” Deadpool was a little embarrassed to hear Jeremy’s answer. 

“Okay, Deadpool, we all believe that Jeremy, otherwise he would have recognized us,” Jack spoke in a 

way that allowed Deadpool a way out of this embarrassing situation 

Knowing that Jeremy has a variety of powerful mutant abilities, Jack’s plan at this stage is to stabilize 

him first, or at least make him trust himself and the League of Defenders. In this case, maybe he can 

really become a helper for the League of Defenders. 

“Okay, I’m just a little worried about the current situation. Mirage Knight is missing, again, Spiderman, 

Dark Knight, and Daredevil are all seriously injured and unconscious, and we are all that is left in the 

League of Defenders.” Hearing Jack’s words, Deadpool said with some emotion in his voice. 

“Didn’t JARVIS say that Spiderman’s situation has stabilized? I am sure he will recover soon. As for 

Mirage Knight…” 

“He’ll be fine, too. Mirage Knight has disappeared many times, and he had come back every time!” Jack 

said seriously after hearing Deadpool’s concerns. 

“Yeah, I also believe that. After all, even Aliens have invaded the Earth now, who knows what the hell 

will happen next.” Deadpool lay down on his sofa as he spoke. 

From a previously heartless street villain to becoming a member of the League of Defenders, Wade 

Wilson has also been doing his best to protect the planet. Now, he really feels that the burden and 

responsibility on him are hefty. 

Hearing the conversation between Jack and Deadpool, Jeremy, who was standing beside him, blinked 

and said, “Since I’m also a member of the League of Defenders, I’ll help!” 

Chapter 907: Training Pattern 



Deadpool and others did not express any views on Jeremy’s statement. Anyway, now that Jeremy has 

amnesia, he can’t do anything that would cause them harm and they probably wouldn’t be able to stop 

him if he did. After all, Jeremy is strong and even Jack couldn’t be sure that he would be able to take him 

down. 

Of course, if Jeremy really trusts these guys in the League of Defenders and considers himself a member, 

then Jack and the others would be very happy. After all, Jeremy’s power would be enough to raise the 

overall strength of the League of Defenders by a few layers. 

However, they also felt that it was a problem with Jeremy’s identity. Because, after so many mutant 

abilities that Jeremy showed, Jack and the others had already guessed where he came from. 

So, if Jeremy never remembered anything then they would have to hide his identity if they wanted to 

keep him. 

“Well, if there’s nothing wrong then I’ll go home. I’ve been out for so long, and so many things have 

happened, my family must have had an outbreak soon.” Deadpool continued to speak after recovering 

some of his strength. 

Huh~ 

Deadpool got up from the sofa as he spoke. Now the League of Defenders’ backbone, Mirage Knight, is 

missing, and several other key members are lying in the basement medical room of the Stark Industries 

building. There won’t be any more missions so Deadpool can just go home and rest for a few days. 

“Yeah, go home and rest. We will notify you if there is any situation. As for Jerry and Jeremy, they will be 

guarding the base. I will go to the Stark Industries building to watch Spiderman and the others until they 

wake up.” Jack nodded at Deadpool’s words. 

“Then I’ll go first, bye.” With a simple greeting, Deadpool has already walked to the exit of the base. 

Soon, Deadpool disappeared from Jack’s and the other’s sight. 

“Jerry, Jeremy, you will be staying at the base. The current situation of our Alliance is not so good. Some 

people might use this time secretly attack us, so you must pay attention.” Jack looked at Jerry and said 

seriously after Deadpool left. 

With Mirage Knight and Daredevil out of the base, Jack was automatically promoted to the decision-

maker. The League of Defenders is such a union where each person can make decisions for the entire 

League, and every one of them is an independent and assertive person. 

“Understood, you should go to the Stark Building to watch Spiderman and the others, and notify me as 

soon as there is any news,” Jerry replied quickly after hearing Jack’s words. 

“Okay, I’ll go there. If you have any situation here, let me know as soon as possible. Although more than 

half of our League of Defenders members are incapacitated now, we still have us to deal with the 

problems.” Before leaving, Jack added another sentence. 

“Understood, don’t worry, I will guard the base!” 



Then, Jack also left the League of Defenders base and went to the Stark Industry Building to see 

Spiderman and the others. In the League of Defenders base, only Jerry and Jeremy were left, but this 

time Jerry was not as nervous as he was at the beginning. 

Because Jeremy does look harmless, and now he really thinks Jerry is his brother and will protect him. 

“Jerry, what are we doing now?” Jeremy looked at Jerry and asked after both Jack and Deadpool left. 

Jeremy, who had no memory of himself, also slowly considered himself a member of the League of 

Defenders at this time. In his opinion, he should protect the world like the rest of the League of 

Defenders. 

“Our primary goal now is to find Mirage Knight. Although he disappeared through the Portal in Asgard, 

no one knows if he will be so lucky to be teleported to Earth.” Hearing Jeremy’s words, Jerry answered 

after thinking about it. 

“Looking for Mirage Knight? Do you need my help?” Jeremy asked after hearing Jerry’s answer, 

“Uh…I don’t need your help right now. If I really have news about Mirage Knight then I’ll require your 

help.” 

“Okay, then I’ll wait here.” 

… 

Just when the League of Defenders side turned on the silent mode due to the large shortage of 

personnel, the X-Men side was similar. This time, the X-Men were also seriously injured against the Dark 

Elf invasion. 

Several of the X-Men involved in the battle suffered more serious injuries than before. Iceman has been 

in a life-threatening situation, and Storm and others are in bad shape. 

In the underground base of the X-Academy, Iceman is lying in an ice crystal medical warehouse. At this 

time, his whole body is frozen in a huge block of ice, and there is a lot of cold air around him and it was 

being absorbed into his body through ice cubes. 

In this way, the mutant energy in Iceman’s body is still at an extremely low position. Under the influence 

of the Aether energy, the fifth-level variant energy that Iceman could not really control poured out a 

little, and it was this little bit of energy that is responsible for Iceman’s current situation. 

Ironically, it was this same energy that saved Iceman from the impact of the Aether energy, allowing 

Iceman to survive in that critical situation. Although the mutant ability in Iceman is in a particularly 

chaotic situation right now, there is at least hope of being rescued, although the hope is very slim. 

Dī Dī~ 

“How’s Iceman’s condition? Is he still not getting better?” Lying on her hospital bed, Storm, with a pale 

face, looked at Iceman, who was sealed in ice, and asked Professor Charles, who was standing beside 

him. 



As a long-range attacker, Storm was far away when the Aether energy exploded. Although she was 

injured, she was far away from being on the brink of death like Iceman. 

“Not yet, he took too much risk this time. If Iceman’s situation doesn’t improve, maybe he will…” 

Hearing Storm’s words, Professor Charles replied in a low tone. But halfway through the conversation, 

Professor Charles stopped. 

“Maybe?! Maybe Iceman will become like the phoenix!” When Charles stopped to continue speaking, 

Storm suddenly spoke a little emotionally. 

Many years ago, there was a very special existence in the X-Men team, that is the Phoenix girl, Jean. 

Jean’s mutant ability level is the same as Iceman’s level 5, but her mutant ability is spiritual, and it will 

become more powerful and uncontrollable after the spiritual mutant ability exceeds level five. 

Chapter 908: All Trend 

Many years ago, after the Phoenix girl broke through the fifth-level mutant ability unconsciously several 

times and caused many irreparable consequences, she disappeared. 

No one knows what happened to her and where she went. However, the people in the X-Men have 

always guessed that Professor Charles should know where Jean went. 

For the encounter with Phoenix, the people in X-Men have always thought that it was something that 

should not have happened. 

Therefore, for the level-5 Mutant Iceman who grew up later, the X-Men tried their best to let him 

control his mutant ability, and try not to use the level-5 mutant ability. 

However, there was still an accident this time and Iceman still did not escape the situation of his mutant 

ability getting out of control. 

If Iceman really can’t recover from his mutant power chaos this time then he’s likely to die. Of course, 

there is also a possibility that Iceman will completely explode out with his fifth-level mutant ability 

unconsciously, turning the whole world into a piece of ice. In either case, the scenarios are something 

that the X-Men doesn’t want to see. 

Hearing Storm mentions the Phoenix, Professor Charles was silent for a while, and his eyes flickered a 

little, he is obviously thinking of the girl who once asked for his help. 

“Don’t worry! I won’t let anything happen to Iceman! No matter how much it costs!” Finally, Charles 

said with a serious look in his eyes. 

After so many years, although fifth-level Mutants are still rare, the research on mutant ability has 

progressed a lot. When others have no way to deal with the fifth-level mutant ability before, it does not 

mean that there is no way now. Although there is little hope, Professor Charles will try his best to grab 

that little hope. 

Then, Storm continued to lie down, her injuries were also very serious, and it was hard enough to say so 

much now. And after Storm lay down to rest again, Professor Charles continued to sit by their bedside 

and watch over them. However, something inexplicable flashed through his eyes from time to time. 



… 

In Washington, the logistics medical area of ??the SHIELD headquarters building is now full due to the 

fight against the Dark Elves. 

None of the SHIELD teams that took part in the battle in central London was uninjured, and the most 

serious ones were the mobile squads that were nearly as close as the other heroes. At this time, the 

hospital beds in the medical area were all occupied by the soldiers of the mobile team. 

In addition to these mobile teams rushing in front, the ground teams on the periphery of the battlefield 

were also injured to varying degrees, and are now arranged to receive the Recovery Serum on the 

periphery of the medical room. 

Agent Evan, who was with the ground command at the time, was also slightly injured and is now walking 

around the perimeter of the medical area in his hospital clothes. Beside Evans are Agent Bailey and 

Agent Boldt and they were also wearing hospital gowns and were walking slowly with him. 

“I didn’t expect Captain Rogers to tell the truth to ordinary people. It seems that the earth is going to 

change in the future!” Looking at the soldiers of the mobile team who received a better Recovery Serum 

in the center of the medical area, Agent Bailey said with some emotion in his voice. 

Although the Recovery Serums were being injected in the medical area, they also saw the press 

conference just now. As a member of SHIELD, agents like Bailey understand the work they do very well, 

and many of them cannot be exposed to the eyes of ordinary people. 

But now, Captain America directly told the world about the Alien Invasion which was also an S-Class 

secret at the press conference, which had surprised them. 

“Actually, it’s not as unexpected as you think. After all, various B-Grade and above incidents are 

happening more and more frequently. Although we can still do the same things as always, how long can 

we hide them from the rest of the world? Besides, the people on earth really need to know the truth. 

After all, everyone needs to change if we have to have any hope of remaining free.” Hearing Agent 

Bailey’s words, Evans’s eyes flashed as he spoke. 

As a young man, Evans’ thinking is obviously more avant-garde. Moreover, after experiencing S-level or 

above events in a short period of time, Evans’ vision was forcibly raised to a very high level within a few 

days. 

It was as if his original beliefs and views were completely crushed and then re-established, Evans’ entire 

ideological vision was completely different from a few days ago. 

“Is that the thinking of young people nowadays!” Agent Bailey continued to sigh with emotion upon 

hearing Evans’ words. 

“Agent Bailey, Agent Boldt, I’m almost recovered so I am getting out of here, do you want to come with 

me?” Evans looked at Agent Bailey and Agent Boldt and said while looking back from the center of the 

medical district. 

“Of course, we’re going together! Our little injury is a waste of medical resources here, it’s better to go 

out and do something meaningful. Captain Rogers even held a conference and told the truth to people 



all over the world so we are going to be extremely busy!” Hearing Evans’s words, Bailey’s eyes lit up as 

he quickly replied. 

Agent Bailey may be middle-aged, but he still has the heart to fight. Moreover, with the recent 

occurrence of special events all over the planet, it’s time for these veteran agents to shine. After SHIELD 

appeared in front of the public, Agents Bailey and others have found their work more meaningful. 

Next thing you know, Evans and his friends changed clothes and left the medical area. After leaving the 

medical space, they did get to the Mission. Soon Evans, fresh from the London invasion, was sent out 

again. 

… 

Just as the various forces on Earth were severely damaged by resisting the Dark Elf’s invasion and 

entered the recovering stage, Thor was standing on the balcony of the Asgard Palace with a tangled 

expression on his face. 

Thor had changed a lot after his exile. He is no longer the arrogant and irresponsible eldest prince of 

Asgard. Although Thor’s strength has not reached the peak of Recovery, at this time he can be more 

convincing in terms of personality. 

Combined with the two successive battles between Asgard and Earth, Thor’s performance is good 

enough. So, while Odin sleeps, the entire Asgard acquiesces that Thor has returned. However, Thor, now 

back in Asgard, seems to have other ideas on his mind. 

Da Da Da~ 

Thor was standing on the balcony watching the workmen repairing the palace that had been destroyed 

in the battle with Dark Elf when he heard footsteps behind him. 

Chapter 909: Intertwining of Thor and arrives in Rochester 

Hoo! 

After hearing footsteps behind him, Thor withdrew his gaze and turned to look behind him and saw 

Frigga walking towards him. 

“Mother.” Squeezing the tangled expression in his eyes, Thor looked at Frigga and spoke with a smile on 

his face. 

“Thor, what are you thinking?” Walking in front of Thor, Frigga looked past him at the scene outside the 

palace of Asgard and asked. 

“I was thinking… Does Asgard need me more or does the Earth need me more?” Thor’s eyes flashed 

when he heard Frigga’s words and he finally answered. 

Although Thor has lived in Asgard for hundreds of years, was born and grew up here, and has 

experienced many magnificent experiences here. But in just a few months on Earth, Thor found himself 

changed a lot. Earth is also different from Asgard, and from other worlds on the World Tree. 



Most of the people there are ordinary people without supernatural powers, but they have their own 

characteristics and skills to live on. The development of Earth’s technology is also very different from 

Asgard’s. Asgard has no TV, no Internet, and is very different from Earth in terms of entertainment. 

If Thor is to discuss his time in Asgard with his subordinates, then he would say that he would frequently 

go to pubs for drinks, fight on the front lines or explore some forbidden areas, compared to that, life on 

Earth is undoubtedly more entertaining. 

Moreover, although there are many unusual existences like Mirage Knight on earth. However, the 

strength of the earth as a whole is still not as good as that of a military nation like Asgard. 

Of course, that’s also because Thor hasn’t seen a true powerhouse on Earth. In Thor’s opinion, Earth is 

already his second hometown. He likes Earth very much, and he is willing to stay away from Asgard in 

order to protect it. 

“I will be happy no matter where you are, as long as you always have the heart to protect helpless 

people.” Hearing Thor’s question, Frigga replied with a smile on her face. 

“Then… are you willing to let me go to Earth?” Thor asked excitedly after hearing Frigga’s answer. 

“This is your own choice, and I have no right to interfere. Moreover, in the near future, perhaps earth 

will usher in a huge crisis again.” Looking back from the mountains outside the Asgard Palace, Frigga 

looked at Thor and spoke with a serious expression on her face. 

“A huge crisis?! Where would it come from?” Thor asked after hearing Frigga’s words. 

Faced with Thor’s question, Frigga didn’t answer, she just raised her head slightly and looked at the 

boundless space above Asgard with a deep look in her eyes. 

“Is it… from outside the World Tree?” 

… 

On Earth, Rochester of the US northern bright Sudan state, Bucky and Lin Rui finally arrived in this big 

city after driving for a few hours. 

Huhu~ka! 

Parking the old jeep on the edge of the city, Lin Rui, who was still excited to leave the town they were 

staying in, quickly jumped out of the car. 

On the way, Lin Rui has already used his laptop to inquire about the worthwhile places to visit in the city 

of Rochester. However, due to their status, they can only go to some places that would not attract 

anyone’s attention. 

“Bucky, hurry up! My makeup skills are still fine, and as long as you hide your steel left arm, I’m sure no 

one will recognize you.” After jumping out of the car and taking several steps, Lin Rui found Bucky still in 

the car, so he turned around and shouted. 



In order to get out and about, both Lin Rui and Bucky put on a certain amount of disguise. Because Lin 

Rui has the appearance of a young high school student, he has no problem as long as he keeps the 

appearance and personality of a high school student, while Bucky has some changes in his image. 

First of all, his long messy hair was cut off by Lin Rui neatly, and now he looks very energetic, and he 

looks a few years younger. And his dressing style has also changed, at least people will not think of him 

as a soldier at first glance, and the clothes he is wearing are more casual. In addition to these, Lin Rui 

gave Bucky simple makeup, changing his appearance a little. 

Although Bucky hates having his hair touched, he relents to Lin Rui’s persistent insistence. He also felt 

that his short hair did look good on him. After the first compromise, the makeup in the back was left to 

itself, and Bucky knew that Lin Rui was trying to hide him from SHIELD’s ubiquitous surveillance. 

Bang~ 

At Lin Rui’s urging, Bucky, who had changed his image greatly, finally opened the car door and stepped 

down. Without his long hair, Bucky is wearing a baseball cap and a simple gym suit, which, if you look at 

Bucky as a whole, gives him the body and face of a supermodel. But the vicissitudes on Bucky’s face that 

makeup couldn’t completely hide and the frosty look in his eyes revealed something different about 

him. 

“Very good! Let’s go, there will be a race tonight, I haven’t seen the live version yet!” Lin Rui had already 

turned around and walked towards the city as he spoke. 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words and looking at his cheerful back, Bucky felt a little helpless. Lin Rui obviously lost 

his memory so how did he know that he had not seen the live show of a Race before? Still, Bucky 

lowered his baseball cap a bit and quickly followed. 

Two hours later, Lin Rui, who had briefly visited the city, found a motel and rushed to the scene of the 

Race. However, when they arrived at the scene, Lin Rui was embarrassed to find that the tickets had 

been sold out a few days ago, and the tickets could not be bought at the scene. 

“Do we have to listen to the sound outside today?” Standing outside the gate of the Speedway Show 

Stadium, Lin Rui said disappointedly and helplessly as he watched the people coming and going in front 

of him to watch the Race. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll handle it.” Bucky who was standing beside him said briefly after hearing Lin Rui’s words 

and then silently left. 

“What are you planning?” Lin Rui shouted curiously as he watched Bucky leave. But Bucky didn’t look 

back or explain and quickly disappeared into the crowd. 

In less than five minutes, Lin Rui, who was standing there, saw Bucky come back. At this time, he already 

had two more tickets in his hand. 

“Uh… it’s not what I am thinking, right?” Looking at the two tickets in Bucky’s hand, Lin Rui asked with a 

few black lines hanging from his head. 

Huh~ 



Without offering any explanation, Bucky had already shoved one of the tickets into Lin Rui’s hand. And 

Lin Rui had no choice but to continue, anyway, he already had the ticket, so he wouldn’t bother about 

where Bucky got it. Then, Lin Rui and Bucky mixed in the crowd and slowly walked into the stadium. 

And on the gate of the stadium, there is a huge banner with the protagonist of the show car on it: 

Johnny Blaze! 

Chapter 910: Johnny Blaze 

Huhu~ 

Following the crowd into the huge stadium, Lin Rui, like the excited crowd around him, began to let go 

of himself. It would be strange for an adolescent high school student to be so unfazed by such an 

exciting scene. 

“Hey, man, your son is quite handsome!” As Lin Rui follows the crowd and wriggles and jumps with the 

other young people, a big guy near Bucky smiles and says to him. 

In the front, several young people wriggling and rushing with Lin Rui are with the big man, including his 

daughter and son. This guy obviously saw Lin Rui walking from Bucky to the front, so seeing them 

playing together, it was natural for him to come and say hello to Bucky. 

However, Bucky was embarrassed by the man’s familiar greeting. For one thing, Bucky has been back in 

the modern world for a while but has mostly stayed out of contact with the outside world. Secondly, he 

is not Lin Rui’s father at all! He had no son who is even more mysterious than himself! 

“Thank you.” So Bucky responded with a stiff answer to the big guy’s greeting. 

“What section are you in? If we’re close, we can watch the show later. It’s not easy for my two children 

to come out and it would do them good to make a new friend.” Not caring about Bucky’s blunt and 

awkward answer, the big man continued to ask. 

“Thirteen seats, row 12, East e Block.” Bucky continued to bluntly announce his seats and he didn’t 

expect their seats to be really close together. 

“Hey! What a coincidence! We’re also in the East e zone! But we’re in row seven, so we can switch with 

someone else!” “The big guy said with a little excitement at Bucky’s answer. 

Bucky: “…” 

Bucky forgot that the audience who can walk this way together must be in very close seats, and there is 

a high chance that they are in the same area. 

Thus, Bucky and the big guy were followed by two other middle-aged rough guys who joined in later, 

while Lin Rui and a few young people around his age pattered ahead. As they entered the stadium, the 

voices in their ears grew louder. 

Rumble! 



Stunt Racing is a super exciting extreme sport, and today’s performance is going to break the world 

record. The performer is Crazy Johnny, who is known to have the blessing of the god of luck in the 

extreme speed performance. 

He is also the world record holder for the longest distance jump by driving a motorcycle, and he is going 

to break his own record today by jumping over Eight Helicopters! 

Bucky and Lin Rui finally squeezed into their place after passing through the writhing bodies and waving 

arms of the rabid fans. One has to say that the two tickets Bucky got were not bad, at least they can 

clearly see the two runways on both sides of the stadium and the eight helicopters in the center of the 

runway. 

This time, the organizer also spent a lot of money on the gimmick, and the rental price of these 

helicopters is not cheap. However, there are so many people on the scene, and the ticket price was also 

not cheap so they can definitely make a lot of money. 

As long as Johnny can successfully break his own record, then today’s challenge will be recorded in the 

history of extreme sports, and the organizer will also have great benefits. 

“Johnny Blaze! Johnny Blaze! Johnny Blaze!” Before the protagonist came out, the fans beside Lin Rui 

and Bucky were already excitedly waving their hands and shouting loudly. 

“The atmosphere is really lively!! This Johnny should be quite good!” Infected by the crowd of fans 

beside him, Lin Rui also stood up and followed the army, waving his hands and shouting to Bucky. 

“Yeah, he must be, for a normal person,” Bucky replied lightly when he heard Lin Rui’s words. 

Bucky had no interest in this kind of extreme sport that requires guts more than skill. Bucky is a super 

soldier and he is trained to be proficient in various means of transportation. Bucky could also drive a 

locomotive as flexibly and as fast as any professional stunt racer. 

Although he hadn’t done any stunt where he jump over something but if an ordinary person can do it 

then Bucky would have no problem doing the same. 

“Of course! The world is made up of ordinary people, and we are ordinary people now, so stop thinking 

so much.” At Bucky’s words, Lin Rui patted him on the shoulder and said. If everything were according to 

their grade, there wouldn’t be many extreme sports in the world. 

While Bucky and Lin Rui were waiting for the protagonist to appear, the men they met on the road were 

pushing their children all the way here. Because everyone’s mood was very high, and they were used to 

this kind of squeezing behavior, so they let them squeeze over. 

“Hey! We meet again!” The big man who had spoken to Bucky before waved at Lin Rui as he shouted 

while pushing aside a few viewers beside Lin Rui. 

“Ah! It’s you! What a coincidence!” Lin Rui responded with a smile when he saw the people he met on 

the way. 

Just now, Bucky and Lin Rui also talked about their situation. Lin Rui thought that these people would 

not come here because there were so many people, but unexpectedly they crowded in. 



In fact, Lin Rui does not know that the middle-aged man’s daughter has a crush on Lin Rui, otherwise, he 

would not be so attentive. After all, Lin Rui does seem to be excellent. 

“Well, what a crowd! We managed to squeeze in!” The middle-aged man squeezed between Lin Rui and 

Bucky and said with a smile as he walked to Lin Rui’s side with his daughter. 

“Yeah, Johnny’s fans are so passionate, I’ve never seen this kind of stunt!” 

“Ha ha! Well, you’ve come to the right place. This stunt is going to be an adrenaline rush for you young 

people!” The middle-aged man said to Lin Rui very familiarly. 

In this way, they chatted and the girl also chatted with Lin Rui a few times, but Lin Rui’s thoughts were 

completely off her point. Bucky was just as dumbfounded as he couldn’t see what the family thought 

about them. 

Boom! 

Finally, after about ten minutes of waiting in the stands with the surrounding fans, a coquette-clad host 

finally appeared on the raised platform in the square ahead. 

The host with a microphone in his hand stood on the right-raised platform and waved to the entire 

stadium. Then, his voice was beamed through microphones throughout the stadium. 

“Welcome to Rochester Center Stadium! Today, we will witness a miracle! …” 

“Now… Put your hands together… For… Johnny Blaze!!!” 

Boom! 

 


